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Start model with a thin cover (few cm’s) of CO2 ice
Accumulation occurs for several decades
Surface roughness increases during this period, up to a 
point where ‘Swiss-cheese’ pits can form
Expanding pits completely erode the ice-sheet even as 
flat-surfaces continue to accumulate fresh ice.
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Overall equilibrium is not possible when surface is not flat.
Albedo controls accumulation rate (Ice-caps darker than 0.7 never grow)
Initial roughness controls how long the surface will last before pits form
Combination determines the maximum height attained by CO2 surface.

Time until erosion over-
takes accumulation.
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Current CO2 ice mesas are ~8m thick and have time left to grow thicker

Accumulating CO2 must always be 
bright i.e. clean until buried
Darker walls probably due to CO2 
grain-growth. 

Dark Ice in Mesa Walls

Make CO2 albedo age-dependant
Increases expansion rates to more 
realistic values
No effect on maximum thickness or 
erosion timescale
Hard to get expansion >2 m/year
(Density/emissivity variations?)
 Maybe no longer necessary....
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We want to look at the evolution of an arbitrary landscape
Insolation/emission drives ice ablation and condensation

We generate lookup tables for total annual insola-
tion varying facet slope/aspect and latitude
Allows up to simulate a landscape with millions of 
elevation points for centuries
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Results are sensitive to initial surface roughness 
and albedo

Surfaces are constructed by Fourier filtering of Gauss-
ian noise – approximates a fractal.
Power spectral slope is set at 2: representative of many 
natural surfaces
We specify the topographic power at length-scale of 
100m - ranges from -7 to -5 (very smooth to smooth). -7

-5

Albedo varies seasonally 
We have no seasonal resolution, the 
albedo discussed here is a weighted 
(by flux) average for the whole year

Apparent resurfacing of the residual cap between Mariner 9 and Viking
The Mariner 9 were observations just after a major global dust-storm
Indications in the MOLA radiometry data that there was also net deposi-
tion after the 2001 global dust storm
We know some years have greater than 
usual deposition and we allow this extra CO2  
to be mobile (like snow-drifts)
Mathematically we approximate this with 
noisy diffusion
Surface receives an extra pulse of CO2 ice,  
ΔZ, normally distributed 
2D diffusion causes particles to migrate into 
local minima (lessening surface roughness)

From Aharonson et al., 2001.

From James et al., 2001. 4003002001000

No Smoothing
Cm=0.0, Extra deposi-
tion quickly dies away

Frequent Smoothing
Cm=2.0, Cap becomes 
much thicker than ob-
served - pits can’t get 
started

Infrequent Smoothing
Cm=2.0, right balance 
between frequency and 
degree of smoothing 
give regenerating cap

Ice cap is not is steady-state, it is repeatedly being destroyed/recreated
Remnants of old cap determine where new pits will form.

Successive generations of the 
ice cap are not exactly alike 
but statistically very similar.
Swiss-cheese pits exist some-
where at all times.

Frequency set by frequency of unusual years (tied to global dust storms)
Successive generations of ice cap over lap in space and time

Observations show polygonal grooving 
on ice cap surface
In the model, ridges left between old 
depressions become grooves on new 

Conclusions
‘Swiss-cheese’ erosion almost inevitable even during net accumulation.
 Maximum size attained by residual cap CO2 reservoir controlled by
 competition between surface-roughness and albedo.
 No equilibrium situation is possible
Residual CO2 cap may be in steady state (of a kind)
 Interannual variability actually a condition for polar cap survival.
 No climate change necessary to explain what we see
 Multi-generational cap may explain polygonal grooving
 Cap-reincarnation may be linked to global dust storms
~100 Martian years of climatic history in thickest CO2 mesas
 Great record to characterize variability of current climate
 Current cap has overlapping generations
 Albedo vs. depth profile can possibly yield accumulation rate over time
 Carbon date the ice cap in the future? look for ~3% drop in 14C….

Martian south polar ice cap is a thin (2-10m) layered slab of CO2 ice
Flat-floored pits puncture the CO2 ice layer with a hierarchy of pit sizes

Removal of seasonal frost shows walls are darker than flat-surfaces
Inter-annual comparison of these features show retreat of pit walls. 
Distinct rates for thin bright ice (1-3 m/yr) vs. thicker dark ice (3-5 m/yr)  
[Thomas et al., 2005].

As well as seasonal 
and interannual change 
the ice cap has occa-
sional resurfacing 
events - may be linked 
to global dust storms.

The lifetime of the ice cap is limited by its in-
creasing surface roughness. Ice-cap equilib-
rium is not possible.
Deposition of mobile CO2 ice crystals on the 
cap in some years can smooth surface rough-
ness and regenerate the ice cap.
Current erosion is just one stage in the ice-cap’s 
life cycle - climate change unnecessary to ex-
plain current observations.
Mobile CO2 deposition may be linked to global 
dust storms.
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Ridges on thin slabs

Grooves on thick slabs

Extensive erosion is being observed of the CO2 
ice cap on Mars by flat-floored pits. Why are we 

so lucky to see such a transient event?

Average expansion:
Change in pit area
Average Perimeter

A big difference between the period with the global dust storm (2001, 
year 3) and the period without - expansion rates sensitive to climate
HiRISE data allow seasonally resolved expansion measurements

HiRISE shows expansion 
mostly in the lower dark 
layers + late in the year
Upper bright layer ablates 
less - gets undercut
Mass-wasting causes ‘jerky’ 
expansion - ~2m per event Late season dust storm started this 

year (similar to Mariner 9 storm)
Mesa-tops darkened (e.g. PSP_006270_0955)

 Deposition of dust?
 Thinning of top bright layer?
Prediction that cap next year will be 
much brighter
 Increased precipitation this winter

2007 Global Dust-Storm
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